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About This Game

Welcome to the gritty reality of Deathdays End, where every adult in the world has mysteriously dropped dead. The shadow of a
woman on TV claims responsibility and before they know it every teen, child and baby is forced into a global phenomenon

known as the Death Game. Learn more as the story progresses and play through the perspective of several different protagonists
around the world, helping them survive a game of violence, death and betrayal.

Deathdays End contains a whopping cast of 11 youths with over half controllable in this volume alone. Each of them have their
own distinct quirks and methods to survive the ordeal thrust upon them. Will morality win over? Or does survival of the fittest

trump all.
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Nothing special about this one. Before the adults died, Arryn lived a quiet life with his mother and adopted sister, Marie.
Technically speaking, he is the main character of this game and serves as an introduction to the world, however let's be realistic

for a moment. Can a completely ordinary 17 year old boy with no talent whatsoever really survive such a messed up world?
Does this face really look like that of a seasoned warrior?
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Dorothy's legal institution is a school specially made for young criminals. With ferocious punishments including physical abuse
dealt by teachers on whims, Rex is someone that already has the necessary qualities needed to tough it out in the new world. The

question is, why doesn't he have a last n - I mean how far will he go in his quest for survival?
Fair warning: He's a self-proclaimed psychopath.

Appearances may be deceiving, but this guy's a genius through and through. Born into money and perfect grades, you'd think
Marcus had it all. Of course, nobody can be that perfect and beyond his innocent smile is a world of pain before the

international tragedy even begins. Having a rocky relationship with his parents and now having to look after his sweet but frail
younger sister alone, Marcus Levesque will need to use all his wits and intellect for them to have a chance at coming out alive.

Featuring:

Three thrilling episodes combined into one action-packed volume
A colourful cast of 11 over-the-top survivors
Beautifully drawn CG images
Calendar-based UI to increase tensions as a certain deadline draws near
Unlockable medals depending on choices made in-game
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Title: Deathdays End
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anonymous Games
Publisher:
Anonymous Games
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2018
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WOW.....it is so boring, your literally just riding there for what seems like forever with nothing barely happening and no music
at all, and when things do happen there borderline comical and not scary. i do not recommend at all. This game manages to lag
on i5 integrated card with 8gb of ram, lacks any graphics quality settings and won't allow me to call standard unity quality
settings window by holding shift during startup. Oh, and it's just a simple puzzle game with some amazing minimal
requirements. There are tons of unity games that run just fine even on my 12 years old laptop, but this one doesn't even have an
x86 build and manages to run slow on modern hardware. Seems like a poorly executed and unoptimized game to meh. Sorry
guys, thanks for the cards though.. Fun stuff. I love the rich artwork.. This game is fun! Well made.. This game is insane.

Do not play if you are photosensitive or otherwise have trouble with quickly moving images or bright flashing lights.

The mechanics in this game are simple: hold spacebar to fill a gauge. Then maybe press ctrl to activate a second gauge and then
hold ctrl to fill this gauge.
If either gauge fills completely, then you lose a life. If either gauge empties completely, you also lose a life.
Keeping gauges close to full awards bonus points, and sometimes bonuses will appear which can only be received by almost
emptying the first gauge.
Keep playing until a high score.

The trick is, this game throws as much visual noise at you as possible to distract you from these goals. It will also invert and
scale and wobble and blur the gauges to throw you off.
Very rarely does this seem unfair, with the only visually confusing technique I've encountered being changing the background to
match the gauge.
Overall, it does a very good job of making the gauge levels distinguishable in some fashion, even whilst playing with your eyes
and head.

It is a very intense visual experience and, as the achievement "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" might suggest, a very
intense digital experience.
As such I would not play this game for prolonged periods of time, as otherwise you risk damaging your sense of balance and
fingers.

But, in small doses, this game is remarkably fun.

The baby level is creepy though. Maybe don't play that one before bed.. THIS IS WHAT I HEAR IN MY BRAIN
EVERYDAY!!!!!!!!!!
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forsenlol. if there is a god, it's this game.. This game is good for what it does, I method to study Kanji and the Kana. I'd say use
this along side Tofugu's material to get started learning Japanese.. Barely recommend- for like $5. No plot, just some neat
visuals and puzzles. Puzzles are weird and stupid sometimes, puzzles are a hard thing to balance between too easy and too hard,
and straight up ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. It's oaky.. A very nice stealth game with bombs as your only weapon. Runs on Linux, meaning it
doesn't expire. Unique enough to be interesting enough to not be able to recommend enough.. I like this game, but it can't
actually compare to an R-Type title, though the action is similar.
The most interesting thing is the variety of power ups, but you do have to save gold in the game to obtain them.
The graphics are interestingly retro, but they are in some places so crude that gameplay becomes difficult.
Exploring the map is not obvious, and most levels don't end with a boss.
You may wonder "what's going on here"?
I'm not totally satisfied with this purchase, but I do like what they've done, so I would not downvote it.
Perhaps a straight forward "arcade" mode that we can just play without dealing with a map and upgrades?

ASYLUM: Potpourri of News and Goodies!:

Salutations to our wonderful Steam community!

It’s been an exceptionally busy month for ASYLUM and it’s not over yet. Things are progressing fast and we’re happy to report
that we’re just about to wrap up a big playable chunk of the game — in near final form, truly polished and ready for public
consumption. Exciting times ahead, and the momentum on Steam keeps getting better! We’re now nearing 14.000 wishlists,
mere days after we reached 10.000. Wow, just wow!

EVERY DETAIL COUNTS. Discord Community now LIVE!:
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JOIN US TODAY: https://discord.gg/fJfuRVv

Featuring the official Asylum Dev Journal and our charming Warden bot!. ASYLUM: Progress update!:

Things are looking up with the development of our colossal horror adventure! We’re happy to report ASYLUM is nearly feature
complete and we did a little video to show you:

https://youtu.be/9m9zIbjGh9Q

"Feature complete" is a crucial milestone meaning all the systems intervening in the game (exploration, inventory, dialogues,
menu, etc.) are ready. A quick lowdown of the stuff we did and improved since our latest gameplay video include:

Revised cursors and hotspots. The hands are smaller and detecting spots is now ultra smooth and sexy. No more
annoying red outline (we listened to you).

Incredibly awesome menu system and very die... diaie... diegait... DIEGETIC. Wait till you see how our achievements
work — completing them will be super fun for Steam users!

We’re finally able to have a proper conversation with the denizens of the asylum. And it looks good! And feels good!
Our context-based dialogue system is unlike anything you have experienced in adventure games.

3D inventory and journal, including 3D pencil. So immersive, so fancy. Much 3D.

Too many visual effects and tweaks to mention here.
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Surely many other things we’re forgetting. And obviously a huge deal of playable content!

Talk to the hand... err, about the hand. ASYLUM: Big Milestone Achieved!:

Phew, following a couple of very intensive weeks, we're happy to announce that we have a playable and fully featured demo of 
ASYLUM working great with top-notch performance and minimal loading times! It's a huge milestone after all this time!

This is an internal demo that we're sharing with Kickstarter backers, and so far initial reactions have been hugely positive:
players are in love with the atmosphere and agree that, even after this short glimpse, "what we can expect was worth the wait"
and they are "very excited to delve deeper into the dark, decaying corners of ASYLUM!".

Did we say short? Yes, it's only a fraction of the final game, yet backers reported playing 60 minutes, as much as 90! This
means our estimation of 10-12 hours for the final game is either spot on or quite conservative. Fans will also be happy to hear
that performance is solid even on older computers, and we still have more optimizations to do!

All in all, the outlook is very positive as we now work towards beta status and get ready to suggest a release date. We just ask
you a bit more patience, but rest assured: ASYLUM is happening!

EYE CANDY. Why is ASYLUM taking so long?!:
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Greetings from a dimension of ineffable cosmic hideousness! It’s about time I made this post as some of you keep asking this
question, not to mention lighting torches and raising pitchforks. I’ll try to resume as best as possible our vision for ASYLUM,
what we’re trying to achieve with the game, and why the darned thing is taking so long.

This is a long post, so grab a cup of coffee or beer and enjoy.

THE OBVIOUS
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